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ABSTRACT 
Web Accessibility (A11y) has been developed in recent years. Till 
recent days, no web browser on Unix/Linux has A11y support. 
This means the powerful Unix and the free Linux operating 
system is unusable by the disabled. People who had a computer, 
but could not afford $500 for Microsoft Windows, were unable to 
use his computer. This was the problem we were trying to address 
by adding A11y support into Mozilla on Unix/Linux. Mozilla was 
chosen because it’s the most important open source cross-platform 
web browser and the dominant web browser on Unix/Linux. 
Although Mozilla is designed to be cross-platform, A11y support 
is platform-specific. This paper addresses how we solved the 
problem of architecting A11y support for Mozilla on Unix/Linux. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: User Agent Design and 
Implementation – Mozilla A11y, Unix/Linux 

General Terms 
Design, Reliability, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Mozilla, A11y, ATK, keyboard navigation, W3C 

1. INTRODUCTION 
General background: "Accessing Ability", in brief A11y, means 
to add more ways for the end-user to access computer software. 
Some of the groups of people that are print disabled, physically 
disabled or hard of hearing can access the software through A11y. 
A11y is not only for the disabled, but also for all the end-users. 
To enhance the usability of software is also part of A11y project. 
“Web A11y” work is to make web content accessible to people 
with disabilities. W3C has "Web Content A11y Guidelines" [1] to 
promote A11y, following which will make web content more 
available to all users. When web content is accessible, user agent 
plays an important role. User agent is the software to access web 
content, including desktop graphical browsers, text browsers and 
mobile phones. 
Mozilla, as the most important and popular open-source web 
browser, has thousands of users all over the world. Since Mozilla 

is designed to be cross-platform, it runs on different platforms 
(e.g. Windows, Unix/Linux, Mac). Users of different groups can 
benefit from Mozilla’s powerful Internet surfing ability. But the 
developing of Mozilla A11y support is slow. Till recent days, 
Mozilla can only support A11y on Windows. The Unix/Linux 
disabled users can’t get benefit from Mozilla because A11y 
support is platform-specific. Each platform has its own A11y 
architecture, toolkit and interfaces. In order to support A11y, 
application must implement the A11y interfaces and connect to 
the A11y architecture on the specified platform. This is the reason 
why the disabled using Unix/Linux suffer from the lack of 
Mozilla A11y support. 
In recent years, Unix/Linux desktop technology has developed 
very quickly. GNOME desktop, one of the most popular 
Unix/Linux desktops, has got great progress in A11y supporting. 
This provides an opportunity for Mozilla to support A11y on 
Unix/Linux. With integration of Mozilla, GNOME desktop can 
provide end-user a more usable A11y desktop system.  
This paper introduces the work to enhance Mozilla to support 
A11y on Unix/Linux and demonstrates how Mozilla with A11y 
support works with assistive technologies on GNOME desktop. 
The goal of this work is to let user access the web content (and 
Mozilla UI) through assistive tools, e.g. screen reader and on 
screen keyboard. First, this paper introduces GNOME desktop 
A11y briefly, which Mozilla A11y is based on; Then this paper 
presents how Mozilla A11y support is achieved on top of ATK[2] 
(A11y Toolkit) on Unix/Linux; Afterwards, the testing of Mozilla 
A11y on GNOME desktop is investigated to demonstrate we have 
achieved the goal; In addition, this paper also analyses the 
difference of Mozilla A11y support on Unix/Linux and Windows 
and the difference between Mozilla and other applications, e.g. 
GNOME application. At last, this paper presents some future 
work for improving Mozilla A11y support on Unix/Linux.  

2. BACKGROUND 
This section introduces some background information. The first is 
GNOME A11y architecture, which is our work is constructed on; 
Second, Aaron’s work on Mozilla A11y cross-platform part is 
briefly introduced, which is important to our work. 

2.1 GNOME A11y Architecture 
Our work is constructed based on GNOME desktop system, 
which is also an open source project. A11y is an important built-
in feature of GNOME2. Up to now, the control panel of 
GNOME2 already has full A11y feature. GNOME2 is built based 
on gtk2, which provides A11y support by ATK. ATK stands for 
GNOME A11y Tool Kit. The ATK library provides a set of 
interfaces. By supporting ATK interfaces, an application can be 
used with such AT tools as screen readers, magnifiers, and 
alternative input devices. The GNOME A11y Architecture (figure 
1) was designed for providing a standardized interface between 
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assistive technologies and applications or the user's desktop. ATK 
describes a set of interfaces that need to be implemented by GUI 
components to make them accessible. 
To make an application accessible in a platform is a complicated 
process which a lot of layers get involved in. Although different 
platforms have different ways to make an application accessible, 
they can be summarized into three layers in general: 

1. Desktop, e.g. GNOME, Windows and Mac, offers A11y 
architecture. 

2. Applications, e.g. Mozilla, evolution, are part of the 
architecture that Desktop also offers; the application 
needs to expose its content and event information to 
Desktop. 

3. Assistive Technology gets the information (the content 
and event) from Desktop; end-user can get the 
information via these AT tools such as screen reader, 
screen magnifier and onscreen keyboard. 

 

 
Figure 1. GNOME desktop A11y architecture 

 
As we can see from Figure 1, the implementation of GNOME2 
A11y is divided into different layers. With MAI (Mozilla ATK 
Implementation) module finished, Mozilla has A11y feature on 
GNOME2. The assistive technology can then use the information 
in a number of ways: It can read in an entire document at once, 
look only pieces of a document related to recent events, or 
traverse the A11y object model based on screen position. 

2.2 Mozilla A11y Module Design 
Mozilla's A11y module provides support for platform-specific 
A11y APIs. A11y APIs are used by 3rd party software like screen 
readers, screen magnifiers, which need information about 
document content and UI controls, as well as important events 
like changes of focus. Mozilla supports two kinds of A11y APIs: 
MSAA on Windows and ATK on Unix/Linux. 
Although A11y support is platform-specific, there is some 
common part in Mozilla A11y module that can be designed to be 
cross-platform and shared on all platforms. Every node in the 
DOM tree could be important to 3rd party assistive technology. 
A11y APIs on each operating system have built-in assumptions 
about what is the most important information, and how an A11y 
server like Mozilla should use the API's programmatic interfaces 
to expose this information to an A11y client (the assistive 
technology).  In general, the A11y APIs use similar concepts, but 
use different method, constant and interfaces names. Given that 

there is a fair amount of commonality between A11y API toolkits, 
it made sense to write of the code in a cross platform manner, and 
then deal with the platform differences on a consistent manner. 
The shared code makes itself available to the toolkit-specific code 
via generic XPCOM[3] interfaces that return information about 
objects we want to expose. All focusable nodes, tables and text 
have A11y interfaces. We call these objects "accessible nodes". 
Each of these accessible nodes supports at minimum the generic 
cross-platform A11y interface nsIAccessible (which provides a 
text name, enumerated role identifier and a set of state flags) and 
additional interfaces sometimes. Mozilla is a great position to 
provide context so that custom controls can be made accessible. 
Engineers can provide context simply by creating an 
nsIAccessible for each custom control. The infrastructure to do 
this is straightforward. 
Mozilla A11y Module is composed using C++ language and 
XPCOM. All the classes in this module are divided into 2 
categories: cross-platform and platform-specific. Cross-platform 
code is shared on all platforms and platform-specific is only 
compiled on the corresponding platform. For the information of 
cross-platform classes, please refer to “Mozilla A11y 
Architecture”[4] by Aaron Leventhal. The toolkit-specific classes 
use these XPCOM interfaces to gather information about the 
objects they want to expose, make any necessary changes, and 
then expose the information using gtk2's ATK APIs on 
Unix/Linux, or though Microsoft COM on Windows. 

 
Figure 2. Accessible tree is a subset of DOM tree 

3. Mozilla ATK Implementation (MAI) 
On GNOME desktop, application constructed with gtk2 widgets 
supports A11y automatically. Most of GNOME applications, e.g. 
gedit, do this way. Since Mozilla doesn’t use gtk2 widget directly 
for the sake of “cross-platform” consideration, Mozilla can’t 
inherit the benefit directly. This section focuses on how Mozilla 
constructs A11y support based on ATK (GNOME A11y Toolkit) 
first. The web page contains a wide variety of content. How can 
Mozilla A11y deal with these different kinds of elements? This is 
the second problem we’ll address in this section.  

3.1 Connect to GNOME A11y Architecture 
How can Mozilla expose the internal information to AT 
technologies? As described in section 2.2, the accessible tree – a 
subset of DOM tree, collects the information from the DOM tree. 
But the accessible tree is also constructed inside Mozilla 



application. How can Mozilla expose the accessible tree to AT 
technologies? This section illustrates the general processes of how 
Mozilla can be integrated into GNOME A11y architecture and 
interacts with assistive technology on GNOME desktop. The 
bridge connects Mozilla and GNOME A11y architecture is ATK 
interface. Through implementing ATK interfaces, Mozilla can 
export accessible information to assistive technologies. MAI, 
Mozilla ATK Implementation, exposes part of DOM information 
(or accessible tree) through ATK interface by creating proper 
ATK object for each node in accessible tree. MAI does similar 
work for ATK interface as “Accessible” does for MSAA. In 
addition, when accessible events generated in Mozilla, the events 
needs to be reported, MAI emits ATK signals for those events. 
When it receives accessible commands through ATK interface, 
MAI propagates the commands to Mozilla through nsIAccessible. 
In this way, application using AT technologies can communicate 
with Mozilla. 
On Unix/Linux, Mozilla accessible tree (Figure 3) is made up of 
ATK object, which is created by each node of the accessible tree. 
ATK object is the base for all A11y handling related to a given 
widget. It contains important information of the widget and 
methods to enquire and change the widget, e.g. the name, role, 
description and state of the widget and also the relationship to 
other widgets. Additionally it contains methods for handling 
notifications when properties of the widget change and methods 
for determining the parent and the children of the widget. 

Figure 3. Mozilla accessible tree and accessible info exposed 

3.2 Basic Accessible Info 
All the elements have some common information, which is 
essential to assistive technologies. Correspondingly, ATK object 
has properties to expose these information, which includes: 

• Name 

• Description 

• Relation Set 

• Role 

• State 

• Parent/Children Relation 
3.2.1 Name 

“Accessible name” is very important since blind user can’t see the 
screen. Screen reader need to read the name and content of 
widget. A reasonable and meaningful name is very important to 
the blind to know what’s the widget is for. Mozilla A11y module 
fetches DOM node information to give ATK object a meaningful 
name.  
Normally, “title” attribute for the DOM node is used if available; 
“label”, “tooltiptext” and “anonid” attributes are also checked if 
“title” is not available. Some XUL[5] and HTML elements have no 
these attributes or these attributes don’t provide a reasonable 
name, ATK object for the widget will lack of name information. 
Some widgets have their own way to get accessible name. For 
example, ATK object for the top-level window uses the window 
title as its accessible name; ATK object for HTML image uses 
“alt” text if available instead of title.  
Binding the label and the widget visually (put the label and the 
widget together on the screen) will be ok for user who has no 
sight problem. But Mozilla has no idea about the relationship 
between the label and the widget. When blind user visits the 
widget, Mozilla can’t tell the name of the widget since Mozilla 
can’t figure out that the label is for the widget. When developing 
web pages, designating the relationship of widgets explicitly will 
be great helpful to make them accessible. 
3.2.2 RelationSet 
RelationSet is a set of ATK relations. ATK relation represents the 
relationship between this ATK object and other ATK objects. 
Currently, MAI only implements “labelled_by” relation for ATK 
object. If there is a label targeted at this widget using the 
for=”control_id” attribute, ATK object for the widget will has 
relationship “labelled_by” to the one for the label element. When 
web author explicitly describes this relationship, assistive tools 
can use the label to describe the widget instead using “name”. 
Sample HTML Code 

… 
<FORM … 
<TABLE>     
<TR> 

    <TD><LABEL for=”fn”>First Name</LABEL> 
    <TD><INPUT type=”text” name=”firstname” id=”fn”> 
<TR> 

    <TD><LABEL for=”ln”>Last Name</LABEL> 
    <TD><INPUT type=”text” name=”lastname” id=”ln”> 
</TABLE> 
</FORM> 
…  

3.2.3 Role 
Role is used to tell AT tools what type of the widget is. The 
definition of roles in Mozilla is beyond the scope of ATK. Some 
roles, e.g. ROLE_SOUND, ROLE_BORDER, have to be mapped 
to ATK_ROLE_UNKNOWN. That means ATK doesn’t support 
such roles of Mozilla. This leaves space for future development.  
3.2.4 State 
Mozilla uses “state” and “extend state” to describe the state 
information of accessible node internally. “State” is the one that 
can be shared for both Windows and Unix/Linux. “Extend state” 



is the one that is used for Java and ATK support. “Extend state” 
includes: 

• STATE_INVALID 

• STATE_ACTIVE 

• STATE_EXPANDABLE 

• STATE_MODAL 

• STATE_MULTI_LINE 

• STATE_SENSITIVE 

• STATE_RESIZABLE 

• STATE_SHOWING 

• STATE_SINGLE_LINE 

• STATE_TRANSIENT 

• STATE_VERTICAL 

• STATE_EDITABLE 
MAI maps “state” and “extend state” of accessible node to ATK 
state for ATK object. 

3.3 Different Kinds of Widgets 
Mozilla contains many kinds of elements. Basically, it can be 
classified into 2 categories: UI elements and HTML elements. 
Mozilla UI is composed using XUL, one kind of XML language 
to describe UI. Both XUL and HTML elements are represented by 
DOM tree inside Mozilla, which provides a consistent way for 
A11y module to treat those elements. The typical elements 
include: 

• Text/TextField (XUL and HTML) 

• ComboBox/ListBox (XUL and HTML) 

• Button/RadioButton/CheckBox (XUL and HTML) 

• Table (XUL and HTML) 

• Document (XUL/HTML) 

• Menu/Toolbar (XUL) 

• Tab/Tree/TreeTable (XUL) 

• HyperText/HyperLink(HTML) 

• Image (HTML) 
Although all elements have common information that we have 
described in previous section, these information is not enough to 
describe all elements accurately because each element has its own 
character. How does MAI treat these elements considering their 
specialty? The answer is to support additional ATK interfaces for 
special element. ATK interfaces MAI supports include: 

• Action 
• Table 
• Selection 
• Value 
• Component 
• Text/EditableText 
• Hyperlink 
• Hypertext 

The most important function of MAI is to implement these ATK 
interfaces. With the implementation of ATK interfaces, Mozilla 

can be connected to assistive technology. These ATK interfaces 
not only are used to enquire information, but also trigger action of 
elements, e.g. button and menu. In the following, this paper 
describes how MAI treats the typical elements by supporting 
additional ATK interfaces.  

3.3.1 Application 
When Mozilla starts, initialization work needs to be done for the 
whole application, which is necessary for each application that 
wants to build A11y support on top of ATK. 
“nsAppRootAccessible” in Mozilla is responsible for this kind of 
work. First, the initialization will provide new implementation for 
some global ATK functions; then load and init ATK-bridge; 
create children list to hold the root ATK object for each Mozilla 
top window at last. 
During this process, Mozilla implementation of AtkUtil is 
important. The main purpose is to provide methods for adding and 
removing event listeners and for enquiring the root ATK object of 
the application and also the name and version of the GUI toolkit. 
It subclasses AtkUtil and re-implement these methods to bridge to 
ATK. For event notification it is necessary to manually notify 
each of the event listeners. 
3.3.2 Top-Level Window 
Each top-level window of Mozilla, e.g. browser window, alert 
dialog, has a corresponding root ATK object. All other ATK 
objects for the elements inside the window are children (or 
grandchildren, and so on) of root ATK object. The role of root 
ATK object is determined by the actual usage of the top-level 
window. For example, the role for browser window is “frame”; 
the role for “Preference” dialog is “dialog” and the role for 
confirm dialog is “alert” although all these windows are XUL 
window. In DOM tree, there is no such kind of “role” information 
directly. MAI needs to check what’s the XUL window is for and 
set proper role to the corresponding ATK object. The role is very 
important for applications because assistive technologies have 
certain way to dealing with each kind of ATK object. Only when 
assistive technologies know the exact type of ATK object, they 
can treat it properly. Root ATK object also listens to Mozilla 
events. Not all Mozilla events will be listened to. Events like 
“focus”, “state change”, “selection change”, “caret move”, 
“window create”, “window activate” and “window deactivate” are 
the ones AT tools are interested. 

 
Figure 4 Mozilla A11y event process procedure 

3.3.3 HTML Document 



For each HTML document, a corresponding ATK object is 
created. This ATK object will translate Mozilla A11y events to 
ATK signals and forward signals to AT tools. Not all Mozilla 
events will be translated and forwarded. It will forward the proper 
events that AT tools are interested. For example, each time the 
web page is scrolled, a “scroll” event will be fired inside Mozilla. 
Mozilla A11y doesn’t forward them all to AT tools. The “scroll” 
event is only forwarded when there are no more “scroll” events 
for a period of time. This is more effective than forwarding every 
“scroll” event to AT tools.  

3.3.4 Button, Menu Item and Tree Item 

Exposing information to ATK is only one job of MAI. Many 
XUL elements (e.g. menu) and HTML elements (e.g. button) can 
be triggered to execute actions. In order to support this, ATK 
action interface should be implemented. The action interface is 
implemented if the user can directly interact with the 
corresponding widget, e.g. buttons, radio box, checkbox and 
hyperlink. Through ATK action interface, AT tools can 
manipulate those widgets just as the user controls the application 
directly. ATK action interface can provide the number of actions 
ATK object has. Most widgets in Mozilla have one action, e.g. 
button, checkbox, radio button, menu item (Figure 5). Each 
“action” has its own properties, e.g. name, description and key 
binding.  

 
Figure 5. Menu item with ATK action 

After implementing ATK action interface, those widgets will be 
represented by one keyboard in GOK[6] (onscreen keyboard). 
With pressing the keyboard in GOK, the action of the widget can 
be triggered (Figure 5). For example, the focused item in Figure 6 
is the ATK object for menu item “Navigator Tab”. It has one 
action whose name is “Select” and the key binding information is 
also exported. In at-poke, pressing “Take action” button will 
trigger the action of this menu item – a new navigator tab will be 
created, as the same result of selecting “New->Navigator Tab” 
menu item in Mozilla. GOK uses a keyboard to represent the 
menu item (Figure 6) and pressing such keyboard will trigger the 
same action through ATK action interface. 

 
Figure 6. Menu item working with GOK 

Some widgets in Mozilla have 2 actions. With the recent multiple 
action support in GOK, multiple actions bring more convenient 
manipulation on those widgets. For example, the tree item 
element (Figure 7) in Mozilla has 2 actions: “activate”, which is 
used to focus on tree item and “expand/collapse”, which is used to 
expand/collapse tree item. The infrastructure of Mozilla can 
support any number of actions as long as assistive technology can 
make use of them. 

 
Figure 7. Expandable tree item working with GOK 

3.3.5 ListBox/Combobox 

Some widgets have children items and the information about 
which of them have been selected should be also exported. This 
goal is achieved by implementing ATK selection interface. The 



selection interface is implemented for all widgets whose child 
widgets can be selected, e.g. combo box, tree table and list box. It 
contains methods for adding and removing selection and for 
selecting and deselecting children and for enquiring the selection. 
MAI adds ATK selection interface for those kinds of widgets. Till 
now, ATK objects for combo box, list box, tree and tabs support 
ATK selection interface. 

3.3.6 Table 

Table widgets are quite special and ATK has table interface to 
dealing with them. ATK table interface is implemented for XUL 
tree and tree table. It contains methods for enquiring row- and 
column headers, for enquiring a description of the contents of the 
table. With multiple action support of tree item, GOK can access 
all the tree items through ATK table interface and action interface. 
Although HTML also has table element, MAI doesn’t support 
ATK table interface for them at present. HTML table is different 
from XUL table because they are not always “visible” to the user. 
The web content can be arranged in a quite complex HTML table 
(and table in table…). It’s difficult to distinguish HTML table for 
layout and the ones representing data. Assistive technologies on 
Windows use heuristics to differentiate between layout and data 
tables in HTML. Some screen readers use certain algorithm to do 
this job. For example, if the table has more than 2 columns, 
present it to the user as a data table and enable table navigation; If 
less than 2 columns, don’t brother with presenting it as a table. 
It’s probably a layout table in that case. Another thing that can be 
used is whether is any border or padding. If there is no border or 
padding and there are not many columns, it’s a strong indicator 
that this is a layout table.  

 

  
Figure 8. XUL tree table with ATK table interface 

 
3.3.7 Text 
MAI adds ATK text interface for XUL and HTML “pure” text. 
Here, “pure” text means text without any hyperlink. The ATK 
text interface is implemented for widgets that contain textual 
contents. This is the most popular interface Mozilla has 
implemented since most widgets have textual content. This 
interface does not contain methods for changing the text or for 
hyperlinks within the text as these are handled within ATK 
editable text and hypertext interfaces. The way to get text is quite 
simple. Mozilla first disables the caret and make it invisible; then 
caret is moved to select the text that is desired. After getting the 
text, the original caret is restored. 
There are several ways to get text. Mozilla supports 4 methods: 
“BOUNDARY CHAR” returns the character before/at/after the 
offset; “BOUNDARY WORD START” returns the string from 
the word start before/at/after the offset to the next word start; 
“BOUNDARY WORD END” returns the string from the word 
end before/at/after the offset to the next word end; “BOUNDARY 
LINE START” returns the string from the line start before/at/after 
the offset to the next line start.  
When user moves the caret onto a line of text in Mozilla browser 
window, screen reader normally performs several enquiring for 
the text information. First, the whole line of text is enquired for 
screen reader to speak out (or display on the Braille monitor); 
then the character and its index in the whole sentence is enquired 
for screen reader to know the location of caret; Then if the user 
moves the caret forward, screen reader will enquire the character 
at the offset to tell user what’s the character he just move over; 
The same thing happens when user jumps word by word. Screen 
reader enquires the word around the caret to tell user the content 
he jumps over. Using this approach, the user’s keyboard 
navigation will be reported through screen reader, which is 
important for the blind. 
 

 
  

Figure 9. HTML text read by gnopernicus[7]

3.3.8 Text Box 

XUL and HTML text box not only contains textual content, but 
also supports editing text in them. In order to support this, MAI 
adds ATK editable text interface for them. The ATK editable text 
interface is implemented for widgets that contain editable textual 



contents, e.g. XUL textbox, URL bar and HTML textbox and text 
area. It contains methods for setting text, by which AT tools can 
input content into Mozilla widgets. This interface does not 
contain methods for enquiring text contents or for handling the 
cursor as these are handled within ATK text interface. Normally, 
text box supports ATK both text interface and editable text 
interface. 

 
Figure 10. Text box with ATK editable text interface 

 
Figure 11. Textbox working with GOK 

3.3.9 Hypertext and Hyperlink 

AtkHypertext interface is implemented for widgets that contain 
hypertext as their contents. AtkHypertext interface contains 
methods for enquiring references to AtkHyperlink objects for the 
hyperlinks within the text. The AtkHyperlink class represents a 
single hyperlink within a hypertext. In Mozilla, AtkHyperlink is 
not returned by querying ATK object from a DOM Node. Instead 
it is returned from calls to the AtkHypertext interface. The 
accessible object for any block of text that contains hyperlink in 
Mozilla implements AtkHypertext interface, through which 

hyperlink can be queried and manipulated (through the ATK 
action interface of hyperlink). 

 
Figure 12. ATK object for hypertext and hyperlink 

When focusing on a link, Mozilla A11y fires a focus event for the 
hypertext with the index of the hyperlink in the hypertext. Thus, 
screen reader can inform the blind user that a hyperlink has been 
focused; When GOK grabs the UI elements of a webpage, GOK 
uses keyboard to represent each hyperlink in the webpage. 
Pressing the keyboard will let Mozilla jump to the URL address 
the hyperlink points to.  

 
Figure 13. Hypertext and hyperlink working with GOK 

3.3.10 Scrollbar 
There is no scrollbar widget in the DOM tree in Mozilla. MAI 
creates ATK object whose role is “scrollbar” against the 
document because the document needs scrollbar to scroll the web 
content if the size is beyond the browser window. The “scrollbar” 
ATK object has implemented AtkValue interface. AtkValue 
interface is implemented for widgets that represent a value within 
a bounded range of values. It contains methods for enquiring the 
minimum, maximum and the current value and for changing the 
value. GOK enquires the minimum value (representing the state 



of scrolling to the start) and the maximum value (representing the 
state of scrolling to the end) of the scrollbar first. Then through 
changing the value, GOK can operate Mozilla scrollbar to scroll 
to a specified position. Thus, user can access any section of the 
web page by pressing the keyboard for Mozilla scrollbar in GOK. 

 
Figure 14. Scrollbar working with GOK 

4. Performance 
After achieving Mozilla A11y feature, we have tested it against 
assistive technologies to verify it’s good in practice. The A11y 
hardware and software have seen drastic improvements over the 
past two decades. Many A11y hardware and software vendors 
create products and software, which help people who couldn’t 
perform the basic tasks to use common computer applications. 
Some examples of these assistive devices and software include: 
Screen reader, which speaks text displayed on the screen using 
hardware or software text-to-speech, and allows a blind person to 
use the keyboard to simulate mouse actions; Alternate input 
devices, which allow people with physical disabilities to use 
alternatives to a keyboard and mouse; Screen magnification 
software, which allows a low-vision computer user to more easily, 
read portions of the screen. Sun Java Desktop System (JDS), 
which is based on GNOME desktop, has fully A11y support. Not 
only the applications on it support A11y, but also many assistive 
soft wares, e.g. gnopernicus (screen reader and magnifier) and 
GOK are integrated. Mozilla, as a component in Sun JDS, has 
passed most of the 18 scenarios testing[8] and has the same quality 
as GNOME applications in terms of A11y.  

5. COMPARISON 
5.1 Moz A11y on Windows vs. Unix/Linux 
 
On Windows, Mozilla A11y is constructed on Microsoft Active 
A11y[9] (MSAA), which is a COM-based (Component Object 
Model) technology that provides a mechanism for Windows 
applications and Active A11y clients to exchange information. 
MSAA plays the same role as ATK on Unix/Linux. MSAA 

provides dynamic-link libraries that are incorporated into the 
operating system as well as a COM interface and application 
programming elements that provide reliable methods for exposing 
information about user interface elements.  
As presented in this paper, Mozilla A11y is divided into 2 parts: 
cross-platform part and platform-specific part. On both platforms, 
cross-platform part is shared and works the same way; in 
platform-specific part, Mozilla A11y implements MSAA 
interfaces on Windows while ATK interface on Unix/Linux. New 
interfaces are added in cross-platform part and these interfaces are 
bridged to ATK in Unix/Linux, but the additional interfaces have 
not yet been yet bridged to MSAA on Windows. Mozilla on 
Unix/Linux is more accessible than that on Windows.  
In addition, although the basic concept of A11y on Windows and 
Unix/Linux is similar, more accessible states and roles are 
supported on Unix/Linux and thus Mozilla A11y on Unix/Linux 
has a more accurate description than on Windows. For example, 
besides all MSAA accessible states, Mozilla supports 12 
additional extended states, that are very important for assistive 
tools on Unix/Linux platform. These differences are taken care of 
in platform-specific part. 

5.2 Mozilla vs. GNOME Applications 
GNOME applications use GNOME A11y Implementation Library 

(GAIL) to bridge GNOME widgets and ATK. The A11y 
implementation for GTK2 widgets is in GAIL module, which is 
dynamically loaded at runtime by a GTK2 application. All the 
applications built up on GTK2 widget will support A11y 
automatically after enabling the A11y support of the whole 
GNOME desktop. Since Mozilla doesn’t use GTK2 widgets 
directly, it has to implement the A11y support based on ATK by 
itself. This is the main difference between Mozilla and GNOME 
applications. From the point of view of end user, there is no 
difference between GNOME applications and Mozilla. 

6. FUTURE WORK 
Although Mozilla A11y on Unix/Linux has made great progress 
in the past years, there’s also much work to do to make it more 
powerful. On one hand, the stability and performance of current 
Mozilla A11y implementation need to be improved; On the other 
hand, we need to push Mozilla to grow along with the whole 
A11y community. 

6.1 More Fluent Interaction with AT Tools  
Although there’s specification of ATK interfaces, roles, states and 
events, it’s not concrete enough to ensure user agent to work well 
with all AT tools. Mozilla A11y requires more knowledge of the 
internal design and working process of AT tools: how AT tools 
treat each role and what’s the event sequence in order to perform 
certain action. Normally, AT tools make assumption of what the 
structure of application is. But applications differ a lot. Mozilla 
A11y module is some kind of bridge between the models AT 
tools assumes and the actual structure of Mozilla. These aspects 
are hard to be specified in the document in advance. In order to 
integrate Mozilla with these AT tools, investigation inside AT 
tools is necessary. With more and more negotiation between user-
agents and AT tools, the situation will improve and both sides will 
have more agreement on the interfaces they talk with each other. 



6.2 Mozilla Plug-In A11y  
Although Mozilla is accessible (both UI and web content), some 
of the plug-ins, part of the web content, are lack of A11y support; 
Second, the A11y of Mozilla and plug-in is not integrated well 
enough. In order to give the user a friendly and integrated 
interface, Mozilla plug-in A11y work is needed. For example, 
although Java and Mozilla have A11y support and Java Plug-in 
can integrate Mozilla with Java, we’re lack of this kind of 
integration in term of A11y. Another example is flash plug-in. 

6.3 Support More Web Content 
Currently the web content support of Mozilla A11y focuses on 
HTML. Other W3C standards, e.g. SVG[10], XHTML[11], are more 
and more used and Mozilla also need to add A11y support for 
those standards.  

6.4 Keyboard Navigation 
A key A11y requirement of software applications is that all 
features of that application be achievable via the keyboard. 
Section 508[12] explicitly requires this of software that is acquired 
by the U.S. Federal Government. One clear feature of a web 
browser is the ability to copy a region of text from a web page 
and then paste it elsewhere. In addition to using keyboard 
navigation to perform text selection, keyboard navigation of text 
is important for screen reader users. One of the most common 
ways that gnopernicus interact with Mozilla in the Graphical User 
Interface is via the standard keyboard interaction mechanisms of 
GNOME desktop or those unique to Mozilla: gnopernicus 
receives events from the application in response to keyboard 
movement (focus or caret events commonly), and then in response 
reads to the user (or renders via a refreshable Braille display) the 
appropriate information. 
 
At present, the gecko-rendering engine of Mozilla presents only a 
very minimal keyboard navigation scheme for web content, 
activated when the user presses the F7 key on their keyboard and 
enters “Caret Browsing Mode”.  In the current Mozilla 1.7, 1.8 
branch and the trunk code bases, this mode uses existing code 
written for use in the Mozilla editor[13] application for generating 
web content. Unfortunately there are two significant problems 
with this mode: 

• It provides no means to navigate the rich structure of 
web content (e.g. tables, forms) 

• Its current implementation has a lot of bugs  
“Mozilla/Gecko Keyboard Navigation Proposal”[14] is presented 
to meet this requirement. All the issues, including keyboard 
navigation in a block of text and across frame boundaries, form 
control navigation, keyboard navigation in a client-side image 
map, into/out-of plug-in and in a sample web page are introduced. 
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